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4

This handliOok is divided into two sections focusing
.

en awareness and assessmeFt activities designed.to improve the total
environment of the schoo .. The activities can be used by one or more
pe1sons, and are appropridte for'students, teachers, support staff)
and administrators. The first' Section presents suggestions and
activities to feelp explore individuals' awareness of the school
environment in three dimensioni.,rThe first of these is self-awareness
in the school e&I.T. onment, the second is awareness of settings within
the school, dbvi , and the third is awareness of general school
environment. Fo hsr,are provided for clarifying personal attitudes and
behaviors and fo;, drawing up an individual daily activities profile:
Activities are presented to help tee individual identify some of the
important settingsin the school, to betome aware of the location of

.2 significant,settings, and to identify settings in which significant
interaCtions tape place. Forms-areliorovided to aid in examining the
physical characteristics 'of the school environment and.t e'rules that
govern behsvior in that environment. The etpliasis is upo the ways
that these dimensions influence schOol .participants and heir"'.
interactionS'with each other. The second Section is designed to aid
in'assessing the school environment and in investigating the
attitude's and behaviors of the people in the school. Form& are
provided for assessing personal strengths, weaknesses, and attitudes.
Threeworksheets are designed tO allow individuals to assess and
analyze speC-ific"locOions in the school, problems they may pkesent,
and rules that goveen behaviors in t se settings. A questionnaire or
general school' survey that may,be us d in planning changes in the
school environment is included. (Jig
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INTRODUCTION

The Schopl Environmental Handbook is a product of the School
Environmental 'Impact Program. Its purposeis to help to improve school
environments in order to produce more positive attitudes and behavior
of school participants, includineadministrators, teachers, support_ .

staff, students,' and parents. The physical environments of schools and
the rules which structure behavior have a profound impact on school par-
ticipants. This handbook is designed to help schools to assess the con-
ditions in.thei.r environment and to make changes which will produce more
positive attitudes and more responsible behaviors.

The handbook has three parts: They are outliried below:

Part I is devoted to Prividing an overview of the Program
and a model set of workshop materials. Schools using this,part
of the handbook can conduct workshops for any ,or all school staff
whi.ch will enhance participants awareness of tneir environment
and give them opportunities to plan Changes which will affect
attitudes and behaviors. An annotated bibliography is presented
which-1s- useful for all parts of the handbook.

Part II of the handboa4 focuses on awareness and assessment
activities. Participants using this segment of the handbook will
have many activities which will make either some argment of the
school community or the entire school community more aware of its
environment. Other activities focUs on collecting information
about the-environment so that schools can "have the facts" before
they proceed with proposed changes.

Part III includes panning for change and evaluation of changes
that are implemented. Resources for activitieslon goal setting,
steps in the planning process, and evaivating changes are presented
in this section. Schools using this part ofthe handbook can develop
strategies for change and assess their consequences.,

The handbook is intended to be used flexibly. Ala three Parts can. be
used together as a comprehensive program for school change. Otherwise,
partS of the handbook can be used by individuals, gfoaps within schools,
fchool'organizations or districts for targeted purposes or short-term.goals.
asically, the handbook involves putting together school personnel --

including students, teachers, administrators, support staff, and parents --
to facilktate change. Any of these groUps can initiate changes in a partic-
ular setting in their school or in the general school environment.

Material included here focuses on the cafeteria as the hub of the school.
TWo years of research in schools at all levels has demonstrated that activity
in the cafeteria interacts profoundly with behavior in other school settings
such as classrooms, libraries; and hallways. It is a two-way interaction:
what is right or wrong with the cafeteria may stem from inside this setting,
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Abut it may as well stem .from outside the cafeteria itself. This handbooks '

focuses on settings in the whole school environment. In a Particular
mostschool, improvements in eny one settiiv, LIFIl'as the hallway), will mosr

` probably have a positive impact on many others ncluding the cafeteria.

ImproveMentS,in the cafeteria will most probabi have a.positive impact

, on other settings, such as classrooms: We are i terested here in 4elping

to make changes in any of those settings Where schools identify problems,

for we know they will affect attitudes and behaviors' school -wide.

a .

The handbook stems from,a program called the School Environmental

4iMpact PrOgram. This Program is funded by the Nutrition Education and

Training Program, Division Of School Food and Nutrition, of the Indiana

Department of Pu '9 Instruction. Judith Gillespie has ,directed the

tprogram and part cipated in the,production of its key products. Patricia

deHaas has made a mkor cOntribution to the developmInt of this handbodii.

Both David'Kessler and Mary Soley contributed to initial drafts of this

material. David .Kessler has had a mar--role in developing,an associated.

.research report reflecting the findings from information gAthered during

the sty of the it act of school environments.

-# The project has piloted these materials and .conducted workshops.across

the state of Indiana. Those-who participated in the pilot test include

Judith Gillespie, Patrici? deHaas, M4ry Soley, David Kessler, Barbara Allen,

Mike Berheide, Gail Bumgarner, Debra Zlean, Marsha Ellis, Christa McCluggage,

Tefesa Therrien, and Linda Nojtan./ Acknowledgements are due to these

individuals and to the schoOls who participated inthe deveiopnt of the

Workshops.
4

South Spencer Middle Sche171. Rockport, Indiana

Woodside Middle School: Fort Wayne, Indiana
Greendale Middle SchoOl: Lawrenceburg, Indiana

Clarksville Middle School: Clarksville, Indians

Fairmont Elementary School: New Albany, Indiana

Cynthia Heights School: Evansville, Indiana

University Middle School: BloomingNn, Indiana
Terre Haute South High School: Terle Haute,'Indiana
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. ollestcan Middle-School: Gary, Indiana
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For further information about the'project and its'publications, please

contact one of two sources. Either write to School Environmental Impact

PrOgram, Program in Educational Policy and Change, WorkshopiinPolitical
Theory and Policy Analysis,. Indiana University, 814 East Third Street,

B16Omington, Indiana 4740S; 4r to the Coordinator, Nutrition Education

.and.Training Program, Division of'School Food and Nutrition: Department of

Public Instruction, Room 229, State House, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

Introduction

As pebple walk around a school, there are 'some things they notice
right away. Usually people think about the Noise. They notice their
friends or colleagues. They see what is happening..in the cafeteria.
They look at a particular bulletin board.. There are standard things
which they pay attention to everyday, but the'remaining elements of
the environment go largely unnoticed. The'purpose:-of the School
Environment Handbook is to show how schools are much richer environments
than'most people realize, and to help to 'increase your awareness of thi
environment.

. 4 r
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The fact that school environments have an effect on participants
has been well documented. Below are just a few generalizations to show
you the ;Jays in- h the impact is, ost strong.

1. Most students feel= morinegativeabout'their environment
than do the adults in the school community:

2. Most people feel that the environmentis too noisy.

-3. Most people feel that rules in the environment are
inconsistently enforced.

4. Most people do not feel that they make important
decisions about the School environment.

5. Certain settings in 'the school environment, e.g.., the
library, ate highly attractive andproMote more positive
attitudes than other settings.

Ala result of these types of statements, most people feel that they cannot
help to make many improveMents in schools. They also do not take_very many.
participant roles Which would help the% 6 develop skills to improvethe
school community. Therefbre, the environmental conditidns have-a great.
deal of impact on participants.'

There are many reasons' why awarenes of-thecenviionment is important.
As you can tell, it has an impact on school patt-tcient. It is important
to understand and to control schodol environments in order to make surd
they have the most positivd impact that they can on people who are parti-
cipating in schools. Secondly, awareness of the environment Gan help
people to .use the existing environment to improve attitudes and'behaviors.
Finally, awareness of the'environment can help people toMake-positive
changes in their environment.

The purpose of this section is to help you tocexplere your awareness
of your school environment in three dimensions. First, you.can explore
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your awareness of >iourself as a participant in the school environments
,Second, you can investigate your awareness of settings within the school

environment; specifically the cafeteria, library, and classrooms. Third,

you can assess your'-awarenessof general school environmental dimensions,
t such as the physical environment or...the rules that structure the way

people behave. There will be'both descriptions and activities which
. will be helpful in increasing awarenes of school participants of their\

environment and as a basis for making positive changes in the school
environment.

The activities can be used by one or many persons, and are appropriate
for students, teachers, Suppvt staff, and administrators. The activities
are described .in each section. Directions for. usirr---each activity and for

interpreting the results are. included in.the descr2ption. A worksheet is
provided for each activity on the following pages!. These worksheets can
be duplicated for ,use in staff meetings,1meeting with parents, and.in
classrooms. /

THE BENEFITS OF INCREASED 'AWARENESS

The workshop group from the midd'e school sat in a circle in one
Ofthe motel meeting rooms. They 'joked with the workshop leaders about
the hot room (in:spite of the 400 temperatures outside) and the lack
of windows, and the friendly workshop leaders. This group .s very

verbal and enthusiastic. They became aware of their workshop
surroundings very quickly.

The workshop leaders explained that the activities of the day
would include those on awareness, assessment, goal-setting, j\lanning,

and evaluation., The group loOked skeptically at the awareness activity.
Hadn't they become immediately aware of their surroundings on this day?
And having spent so much time .in their fairly old school buijding,
weren't they exceptionally aware, even over - aware, of their school
environment?

The leaders were patient. Maybe the group,wvs already over-aware
of its school environment. But why not completQ the awareness activity
and find out?

The group was very silent aS they read and responded to the ques-
tions. A few raised eyebrows could be seen and several Comments of
"hmm, I never thought of this befor ' could be heard as the teachers
student, two feteria workers, li
reading lab her, parents, and p incipal completed their forms.
Using large sheets of paper, the workshop leaders tallied the group
members' respohses to questions ahout their attitudes about their sehool

. and the people within it.

rarian, counselor, schooltsecretary,

4

The results were not only fascinting to the group as a whore, but
also convinced the members that "awareness" meant 'more than just recog-
nizing that it was too hot inlgome-places and too cold in otpers in the

8
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school, and -plat the school building was too old and too small to support

many imgortant'school activities. This group-was over-aware of the phy-

sical limitations of,their school environment. But the awareness activity .

in -this workshop showed the group bow resourceful them,,were as creative

bsers'of their physical facilities. The activity pointed out to them

hQw important their' cooperative interaction was for them both profession-

ally and personally.,
.

.The sense of community that pervaded this group dnd, through them,

the entire school, helped to dake this school a place where all students

and adults work together to learn and grow. Beforelcompleting"this

activity, the group,Tembers had not realized how much they, depended _

opon theiY. sense of,community to help them deal with the limitations of

their physical sch661 environment.

This group will soon be in a new school building. Their

physical problems will' be solved. But after identifying their all-

important sense o.f community through the wori.shop awarene'ss

tne group decided on a goal for the new school: to transfer to the new

bui'tding,_the same cooperation and supportof each other that has been

so important in their present building.
A

S

SELF-AWARENESS:

Increasing your self-awareness in your'school environment is the

first step toward making .any changes. Before you can assess strengths

and weaknesses in-an environment and suggest changes, you must be aware

of what your environment is .like right now. Therefore, this section is

about 'you as a. member of your school community. Here /you can examine

your awareness of yourself as you actin the school edatixonment as well,

as. how you feel about it and what kinds of rbles you take. Iv is these

two parts of self-awareness -- attitudes and behavior -- that.will be

addressed here.

The first part deals with attitudes.' How do you feel as a participant

in the school community? Do you feel good or bad about whit you are doing

in school? Are there particular problems that you have or particular

things that you are happy about that should be preserved? Do not look

just for negative attitudes. It is an important part of improvement to

preserve those things which people like, as well as to remove those

things which"people dislike.

The two attitudes that are of interest here are self-esteem and

efficacy. By "self-esteem" is meant how yqu feel about yourself and

what you are doing,: By !'effipcy" is meant whether or not you thinR you

can do something to change or preserve some elem6nts of the school

community of which you are a part.

In addition to attitudes this section deals with participation., Do

you do things in the. school community? How do you participate, that is,

are you a leader or a follower? dimension concerns what kinds of

roles you take. Do not b mistaken: Everyone need,not beia leader.

Foil wers are as import* to the school community-as aeladrs are.

9
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Another important dimension of:partiCipation involves role' modeli.
The modelsthat are'ih the school collimunity include students, teachers', _

staff, and administrators. Some people are important models for others.
You can become more aware of those jmodels and utilize them for positive
participation in contributions to thd school sitting.

, -

In all of these areas, you can examine your awareness.of
attitudes and your participatory behaviors..., The activities that follow
are designed to'help you become more aware of how you feel,andhow you
behave in the school community.,,,

Attitude I*entory: Page 6

This activity is designed to determine your awareness of your atti-
tudes and behaviors. Through this activity you can become more. aware of

the attitudes of self-esteem and efficacy which yop have and can examine
What parts of the envtrovent have a positive'and-negative impact on
those attitudes. Complete the worksheet. Then use the following
directions to interpret your answers.

Look at your answers to questions 1 through 8. Did you use 4's .

and=5's to describe your feelings? Then your :environment helps

td make you a betttr person!

How did you anqwer questions 9 and'10? Cansyouhelp to'change the
thing that you like least about your schoOl?' How could you do this?
What things can you learn from what you like best about school? Does

this give you clues about how to change the thing you like the least?
. ,

Share your responses with your group members if you are working On
a group. Make a table of everyone's responses and list the things you
like most and least about the school in order thelp the grdup become
more aware of others' attitudes.

Daily Activities Profile: Page ;_]

Activity #3'is designed to profile your everyday activities and your
feelings about those activities for an4,1day that you choose in your school
setting. Take an average day of the year and use the. form to characterize

,.

,

your actiLities. Complete the chart, then answer'the following questions:

1. What is the most positive aspect of your everyday activity?
,.,

2. What is the most4negative aspect of your'everyday activity?

J

10
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3. What supports your positive 'activity?

4. Why do you find some activities negative?

5. I'f you wanted change one..,thing in~ your school' environment

-that would improve your attitudes or behaviors, what would
that be?

Share your answers .to these questions with your-group meMbers or with
other students and adults in your school. Try to list three main positive
and negative aspects of your schkj environment and discuss the changes
that could be made.

4.
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`DAILY ACTIVITIES PROFILE,

This activity' will help you to profile your every-

day activities at school'. Take an average (ray of the

year'andpse.the form to characterize your activities:
In..the first columh, list 10 activities you haVe done
in your school on the day you have selected. In the
column,,,list how you feel about these activities --
positive, negative, worthwhile, silly. In the third

column, list your behaviors -- leader,follower,
model for others. You can Wboth a leader or
foLlower and a model for others at the same time.
For example, a student doing his or her homework is
both a follower of the assignment anq, a model for
other students.

*

Shool

k'osition:

1= Administrator 1

2 = Teacher 2

3 = Support Staff; 3

4 = Parent 4.

5 = Student 1, 5

Grade

Sex:

1-= Male 1

2 = Female ,

PROFILE OF EVRYDAY ACTIVITIES AT SCHOOL

1

it des' .Participation Behaviors
...,

1.,

. ,.. , .

2.

*
(

.

3. , . / . J

4i.

. f 7

S.

, ,...

6. .

.
.

.

7.
,

8.

.

1
.

9.

10.
t
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'DAILY ACTIVITIES PROFILE,

This activity' will help you to profile your every-

day activities at school'. Take an average d'ay of the

year-and pse.the form to characterize your activities:
In.the first tolumh, list 10 activities you haVe done
in your school on the day you haye selected. In the
cplumn,,,list how you feel about these activities --
positive, negative, worthwhile; silly. In the third

column, list your behaviors -- leader, follower,
model for others. You can be -both a leader or

foLlovier and a model for others at the same time.
For example, a student doing his or her homework is
both a follower of the assignment anq. a model for

other students.

Shoo'

1= Administrator
2 = Teacher
3 = Support Staff; 3

4 = Pareryf

= Student ;
Grade

2

Sex:

1= Male
2 = Felnale

4.

PROFILE OF EVRYDAY ACTIVITIES AT SCHOOL

Attitudes*

I

.Participation Behaviors

1-
.

.,

.A,..
,

2.

s
( 4

.

3. . / J

44.

. *

5.

1 ,

.

6.

/
,

...,

.

...,,.)

477)

.

,

.

8.

.

10

.
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9. f

10...

f
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..-. AWARENSFOP SCHOOL SETTINGS
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. Schools abound with different settings. Settings have a lot to do

with whether or not he people in the school can find a place Of their

own, or a place to talirwith.otliers. They have a lottoidb with whether,

y or not people enjoy the school or dislike it. The purpose here is to

1 'increase your awareness of the settings. in Pour school and t}ir impaCt 1

on your attitudes and behavpr.

%

Think about some of the,settings in. your school: the cafeteria,

-the classrooms, the hallways, the library, the teachers lounge. What

' makes the cafeteria a setting? First of ail, it is defined by its

"/ physical characteristics. It is usually a large roam or area and its

fue.. rnishings give clues to its use. Physical characteristics'afre'one

way to define settings, but4thereire also other ways.- Interpersonal

interaction definesimany settings, especially the cafeteria. The cafe-

teria may be the dfily setting in!the school in which students, "'teachers,'
support staff, and .administrators all interact together`. While.a lot of

interpersonal interaction may already occur in your cafeteria,At:
possible that there could be even more interaction in this setting A'ich

would make it a more positive place for all of these groups of people

to interact. ,

Although the School EnvironmentL ImpactProgram is interested in
three major setkings,there are actually hundreds of settings within

schools. In their'st* of school setl,tin,gs, Barker and Gump found over

300 settings in even the smallest' schools.' ink about the settings in

you'r choor. HowAany can you name?

. ,
School'participants all have particular settings that they like in ,

4chool. The settings have positive qualities for the peolfle tdlo use them.

Of all the settings-in schoolsthat were studied -by the School Environ-
mental Impact Program, 'the library was rated the highest by most people.
Why do pFople like the library so much? People Might like the library
`because it has a lot of books in it; because it is quie because it is

norma ly well decorated, or because it has windows. The p tive

quali ies o settings can vary from person to person; but ge rally

people will all agree on some settings that alb good settings to be in.

,4

Settings 'which are well-liked6,by people in the schoolmight give
you clues-about changes that 'coulA1.-be made in less attractive or desir-

able settings in the'school. Specifically, the positive qualities of
libraries may provide clues that will help make the cafeteria a more
pleasant place for all%schoo participants.

. 44-
The negative qualities of some settings might-also provide clues

f-- about potential changes. Why dOrilt some people in the school like the

cafeteria, or certain classrooms? Perhaps they are noisy, drab, or

perhaps peci'ple cannot talk in them. There may be many other reasons why
people do not lika certain settings. These negative qualities' are barriers

to enjoying being in school and to learning within it. People do not. do

their best when they are in a setting which poses barriers for them. '
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In this.section you wili look at school settings in terms of,three
dimensions. Fiist, you will be conceilled about the physical environment
'of the setting: the physical structure, the color of thelialls,ithe size
of the room, the facilities contained within it.

.01(

Second, you will examine the rules which govern the behavio in the

setting. ...You.can.assess whether people areconstrained or suppoited by
'those rules in doing what they want to do. Students often clat, for
example, that-they cannot talk in classrooms. This rule promoAs
schooling, but is seen by many students as a barrier within the class-
room setting. While ,the Yule might not be changeable, other positive
features in the setting might be enhanCed.

Finally, you will study the interpersonal interaction that occurs
in the setting. This interaction hel_ s to define a setting as much or
more lhan the physical characteristics' f the setting.

In the activities below you will increase your awareness of the number
and kind of settings in your school and their positive and negative qual-
itties. As you look through the activities, think about the physical

qt

structure, the rules, and the interpersonal interactions that make the
settings supportive for you or ve barriers for working in the school
environment.

Identifying Settings: Page 11

This activity will help. you to identify some of the important settings
in your school and the characteristics of those settings Remember that
settings are any physical places where people gather together. Be'sure -/
to include settings that are used,by students, teachers, support, staff,.
and administratOrs. Using the worksheet, make a list of all the settings
in your school that you can think of. Then consider the following questions.
If you are working in a group, use large sheets of paper. to list the group
members' answers to these questions.

1. That are the most important characteristics.of most settings?

2. How do the phystal characteristics of settings help to define
them?

3. .Are there more rules for behavior in some set ins than in others?

4. In which settings do students, teachers, support-staff, and
administrators all interact together?

ti

15
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This activity will, help you to become more aware of the -rocation

of significant settings in your school environment.. 'The activity'
instructs you to draw a map of your school .and to plot some of the
important settings in your school on your map.
-$4

f

10

Plotting Settings: PageN2

A

Share your_maps with otherAmembers of your group or kith other
"students and adults in youi school. Discuss the following questions

ith .hdae ,people who examine your map.

.

1. Are, the most widely used settings in the school easy
to find and easy to get to?

How much does the ph4ica1 layout of the school
determine the placement of many settings?

(3.- Could you imagine changing, the location of some of
the sett,tngs in your school? How would you .change

them?

Interaitive. Settings: Page 13.

4

his activity encourages you to:think about settings/in which you

i ct withpeoplip every day. Use 'the worksheet to list the settings

in which you interact with others.* Then rank the settings as to

whether you like or dislike thom. Also ;eke notes on why you like or

dislike the settings. Then answer the following-questions:
f

'1 Are you in more settings during the'day that you
like or dislike?

, 2. What is it you like the most aboutsome settings?

What is it you dislike the most?

4. How could some settings be changed in order to
'46 remove the things you dislike?

Based on your answers on the worksheet, ydU can discuss the following
:questions with your group members or-with other students or adults in your

Theselquestions,Will help you to organize your answers on the
worksheetancrwill help you to increase your overall awareness about
'important settings in your school

If you already completed the "Identifying Settings" activity on page 11,
k,

4111.. you can use-the same list of settints in Completing this activity.

et
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IDENTIFYINGSETTIMGS140

/
INSTRUCTIONS: Complete,this'survey of settings

alone or in a group. She your iesPonses with others
and answer the questions about the activity contained
in the description.

* * * * * *

School

Position:

1 = Administrator .1

2 = Teacher 2

3 = Support Staff 3

4 rParent 4

5 = Student
,Grade A

Sex:

1 Male 1

2 = Amale 2

Settings

Physical

Character-
istics

Rules' Used

in

Setting

Pe6ple Who Interact nn.
Setting.(Studepts, teachers,
Su ort Staff' Administrators)

_

'

.

O

.

r

1

. o A

i

......-

. f ,

A

t

.
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3.
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PLOTTING SETTINGS

Here is a sample m4 of the fii=st floonof a school.
Not'ice where the various settings are located. Draw*map
of your own school on this page and plot the 'settings which
you listed in the "Identifying Settings" activity on,your map.

4:4

4

".

School

,

1 = AdminisArator
2 = Teachpr
3 = Suppfort.Staff
4 = Parent'
5 T- Student

Grade

Sex:

1 =.4ale
2 7' Fe male

1

2

3

4

1

2

40";

erla

levner
so;noe

102

Boys,
Pest' 11

Rooml 103

101

Exit

FIRST FLOOR

*

Boiler koj.n

Janitor's

Girls
Pestroom

locker Roqm

f

5;

Lobby

1 Exit

I Library

1 . S

LExit Exit

S.

4:1



'INTERACTIVE SETTINGS

INSTRUCTIONS: This activity encourages you to think about
settings in which you interact with people every day. Use the

worksheet to list,the settings in which you-interact with
others. ,If you already conipleted the "Identifying Settin s"
activity on page 11, you can use the same list of settings n

completing this activity. 'Then rank the settings as to whether
you like or dislike them. Also take notes on why you like or

dislike the settings.

Settings in Which I
Interact With Others

*r * * * * *

Rank (5 = Like th(best,

School

Position:

1 = Administrator 1

2 = Teacher - 2

3 = Suppazt_Staff ,3
4 = Parent 4

s = Student 5

Grade

Sex.

1 = Male 1

2 = Female 2

4 = Like some, 3 = Neutral,
2 = Don't like, 1 = Like that I Like or Dis-

the least. like About the Settin

1. . 1\
.

I* ,

i

...

21
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.
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AWARENESS OF THE GENERAL SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

The school environment is created by the settings in the school and
the individual people who interact'in those settings., The characteristics
of many settings influence behavior throughout.the school, The rules
which Overn behavior in the cafeteria certainly affect the behavior of
students as they return to their classrooms after lunch. The time that
a studatior teacher spends inithe quiet, attractive library in the mokr-!'
ning may make the classroom i vhich he or she spends her .afternoon a
very pleasant place. Many asgects of the general school environment
have an impact on your school life. They have a direct impact on both
your attitudes and behavior.

In this section'you will examine the phygical characteristics of
the general.school.environment and the rules that govern 'behavior in the
environment.- The specific interest here concernsthe ways that these
dimensions influence the school participants and their interactions with.
each other. e )

)

, . 1

.

, Thephysical environment of the school includes the general physical
facility as well as its colors, noise, and temperature. All of thege
characteristics affect people's everyday lilies. If it is too hot, it,

A
is. hard to be productive. If it is too noisy, it often affetts\people's
comfort in settings. Color can help make people Nhappier. All kinds of .

)

improvements in physical settings that are made 1)). school 'groups working
together can increase both attachment to the school and prodpctiviity in
school, Being aware of the physical enviroJent and its impact in.your
particular sohool will help you to-see what is happening now anehow the
physical environment might be improved to foster more positive attitudes
andbehaviors.

' The rules in the environment also affect all school Atiaipants.
If there are too,many rules, people can have a hard time deteiTining
what the rules areand how they can .be applied. Probably the most
important aspect of rules is the consistency of their enforcement.
Consistent enforcemitnt can, help individuals to see where they are and
how they are to act within the system. Rules that ale consistently
enforced are also easier to1change. Furthermore,. inconsistent enforce-
meryt of rules Nay promote negative feelings by unnecessarily grouping or
stereotyping, individuals.

.

. 1

People are not normally very aware of 'these general aspects, of the
environment. However, they can each or in combination affect people .

dramatically. The activities fhatfollow are designed to provide in-
creased awareness of theie various dimensions'of the environment.
..

1



What Represents N,IY School: Page-46

This activity will help.yOu discover how you think of your school

environment. If you think about your school, there are certain people,

. scenes, and objects that represent your school to yot Use the work-

sheet to describe what they are. Then answer tine following cibestions:

1. What is your reaction to the people, scene, and object
that represent your school?

2. Are you feeling happy; :sad, proud, disappointed? The

feelings that thiCaCtivity creates in you help you to

see how you think Of your general school environment.

3. How are your answers different from others? If you

combirie your answers with the answers of others, can
you achieve an accurate picture of your school environment? ,

Physical Environment Survey: Page 17

ti

Since the physical environment is one, important part of the total
school environment; this activity allows you to do a survey of the

physical environment in your school. *Use the worksheet provided to

count the number of rooms in your schocil and to describe their physical

characteristics.

After you have completed the worksheet, share it with the other
A

members of your group,oi with other students or adults in your school.
If you are working in a group, make a list.of the clash-ooms which people

chose to describe. What are the common features that people noticed about

these rooms?- Then make a list of the other. roams which people choge to

describe. -What was the'room most often chosen?

4 T his activity will help you and otherS in,your school, for example
your group members, to Mi.p,e their awareness about the physical features

_of specific places in the school. It is important that you become aware (

of the heating and cooling systems, the physical layout, and the physical

furnishings in order to discover whic hysical features are important in

creatinkand maintaining a positive e vironment.

21

a,
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WHAT REPRESENTS MY SCHOOL

This activity will help you discover how you think of
your school environment. Very often there is one group of
people or one setting which represents the environment. For

example, the cafeteria may"represent the environment to some
people because it is colorful, is a place where th6y can talk

% others, and is staffed by a friendly group of people;e4
What-represents your school to,you? Complete this, worksheet
to find out.

school

Position:

1 =, Administrator
2 = Teacher
3 = Support Staff
4 = Parent

S'.'Student
Grade

Sex:
1 = Male:
2 = Female,.

1

2

3

4

5

1

'People, Scene, and
Object that

Represents School

1. People

1,

_Characteristics of People,
'Scene, and Object (Include.

Physical Characteristics
and Rules if Appropriate)

Why This Represents
Nly School

2. Scene

3. Object
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS: The physical environment is an important
part of the school environment. This activity will allow you
to do your own survey of.your school's physical environment.
Carry this worksheet with yob as you tour the school to count
the number of rooms and to describe their.physical character-
istics.

'4

position:
1 = Admin. strator 1

2 = Teacher 2

3 = Support Staff 3

= Parent , 4

= Student
Giade

4

Sex:

1 = Male
2 = Female 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF ROOMS IN SCHOOL:

HOW MANY/ROOMS ARE CLASSROOMS?

Choose one classroom and describe its heating and cooling system,/ its w,all decorations, and its furnishings.

CLASSROOM:

DESCRIPTION:4

-Choose one room that is not a classroom and describe it's heating
and cooling system, its wall decorations, and its furnishings.

ROOM:

/'
DESCRIPTION:

23
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A

ASSESSMENT OF'THE.SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

People assess'things and situations every day. To "assess" means
to "determine the value" of something. The value of something is deter-
mined by its strong points and weak points. Therefore, assessment of
something points out its strengths and weaknesses.

fh.

This section will help you investigate the attitudes and behaviors
of people in your school. 'Your investigation will help you to see the
possibilities for changes within your selibol. You can cari}' out assess-
ments in three areas: of yourself, of Nettings in your school, and of
your general school environment. Many of the activities involve survey-
type exercises which are designed to help you gather information. Other
exercises will examine the process that promotes or controls change in
your school.

Both assessment and change are a natural part of every school day.
Some assessments promote change, while it seems as- thfugh others are not
acted upon and do not produce change. Change can occur very quickly or
more gradually. It is easy to see changes that occur quickly, but you
must watch carefully for changes that occur over a long peribd of time.

Assessment helps you to focus on your own strengths and weaknesses
as well as the strengths and weaknesses of your school. It is very
important to examine strengths as well as weaknesses. The strengths that
you can uncover will help you to eliminate the weaknesses. Here is an
example of how one school's assessment helped the people in the school
to solve a pressing problem:

The Benefits of Assesslent

The workshop at this middle school brought together enthusiastic
committed teachers, support staff, students, parents, and one adminis-
trator. This group described itself as being committed to the early
adolescent age,group as well as to the'school.

The school itself is fairly new. According to the workshop parti-
cipants, the community had given a lot of support to the school when it
was first built. Recently, hoWver, the community had begun to criticize
the school and its policies. From the beginning of the workshop, the
group claimed'that the school needed to Improve its image in the commun-
ity, and-that this was a/very pressing problem.

Improving a school's image seemed to be an extremely difficult task.
However, the workshop schedule required that before a group could work
on a particular' problem, it had to assess the current situation.
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Ifs This eager and-vocal group ?ound it very easy to assess their

current school environment. Even though they thought that the school

had soiie significant weaknesses, it as the strengths of the school

that tie group' identified very early in the assessment exvcAse.
They talked proudly of the cooperation among students, administrators,
teachers, and staff at the school. They claimed that the people at

the school helped to make it a*very positive place in. which to work.
and learn,. The group listed various opportunities for 'students as
a significant strenth of the school, and cdmmented thairthe desire
of a 1 staff to continually improve increased the opportunities for
both' students and staff. The schOol was described as clean and happy,

with lots of positive relationships among people in the school.,

When the group realized what a long lis't-of strengths their
school possessed, they became very encouraged about the tpl'ospects of
dealing with their weaknesses. The'group deCided that many of.the
weaknesses which were identified during this same assessment exercise,
uch as the effects of curriculum problems, overcrowding, and minor

Vandalism, were actually problems which could be solved by dealing
with the larger issue of improving the school's image in the community.

. A

As they worked through the assessment exercise, the process for
Improving their image became much clearer and less difficult than it

had seemed at the beginning of the workshop. How could they improve

their image? By telling the community alaout their many strengths

which they had just identified! Suggestions came from all members /

of the group apout how to increase communication with parents via
newsletters and how to involve members of,the community in the
school. Furthermore, members of the group suggested that communication
be increased throughout the school in order to maintain the currently
high level of cooperation. Orientation programs were proposed for'new

students (and parents!) who would be entering tlie school community.

Assessment played an important role in this workshop. Problems

could be identifie easily, but without a careful assessment they
is,appeared to be ove helming. Through an assessment exercise, strengths

as well as weaknesses were generated quickly and easily. The process

here both suggested a plan of action and boosted the confidence of
these-people who wanted to make some important changes.

A

Change in any environment will vary in rate and amount. 'The rate of
change fOr your school environment will be unique to your school and will
depend upon the current istuation. The amount of change needed in one

setting may be no greater than the transformation of a storage room into
a student lounge. On the other hand, another setting might require a '-

more elaborate set of changes over a longer period of time, and may

require the involvement.of many people in the school.

The following activities will help you to assess your own strengths

and weaknesses as well as those of your school. The activities for "Self



Assessment" can be.done individually or in groups. These.activities
could be usedin.classrooms; at faculty meetings, or in staff meetings.
The activities for "SChool Settings Assessment" can also.be used
individually or in groups. An indiv.cdual student may want to identify' r
the strengths and weaknesses ofthe cafeteria so that it can be a more

ti positive hub of activity in the school. A teacher may want to find
out,the possibilitiefor changes in his or her classroom. The food
service manager may, want to use these activiiies.with a small group in
order to improve their working conditions: The "General School Assess:,
ment"- activity can be used by one persolT who is. interested in ideptif
the.school's strengths and weaknesses or as,a survey instrument f;,.;%
gauagethe attitudes of the entire. school community. However the activities
are used, the.instructions provided with each will help you to find out
more about your school and suggest ways that you -can improve it.

6

J
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SELF-ASSESSMENT

Have you ever thought about your own personal strengths and weak=
nesses? You have goals for yourself both in and out of school',; and your

own abilities belp you 6 achieve these goals, These "Self-Assessment"
activities will help.ru to examine zpir goals and your abilities and to
relate them to your life at school. l& worksheet is provided for each
activity. Instructions provided with each activity will help you to
interpret your results whether you are working alone_ or in a group.

School and Life Plan: Paie 23

Olt

Using the worlkheet for this activity, develop your own "personal
profile" based on your on goals and abilities. Tlyis profile is your
"School.6nd Life Plan." You have space in the worksheet to list one
or two carer goals and one,or two personal/social goals.

. John, a seventh grader at Newland Middle School, might list as a
career goal "to becOMe an electrical engineer." His current abilities °
in this area might be this understanding of electrical outlets in his
home, and having recently helped hi,s---father rewire the basement recrea-
tion_Aoom. His own personaY/secial goals might include becoming more
invOiliVd in the decisi6ns made at his school. His abilities in this 4

area would be what he learned about the school while he was a sixth
grader and his ability to talk about the school to other students and
a fey of his teachers.

En listing'his goals and abilities, John will discover bthh his
"plans for the future and his abilities that will help him realize his
goat Working through this activity in the handbook will help you see
,wher rsonal and school goals'yoehave for yourself.

113\ Any ass4sment oints out 'strengths and Weaknesses. Here, your`

abilities are your strengths. You already use these strengths to reach
your goals': 'What,arb some other ways that you can use your strengths?
What changes can yoUr strengths help you to make?

If you are working in a group, share your goals and abilities with
the other grouirmembers. The group should compile a list of how the
school helps the group members to reach their goals. This list will
contain severs trengths of the school. *

,

Attitudes Survey: ,Page24
a

l'11141411t. *

: A,survey of your attitudes will show you how-to take part in-your
schools andhow you feel abbut what y?u'do at school. Assessing your own

t

.4



attitudes will help you to identify the strengths and weaknesses of
your school behavior. You can use your strengths to make changes in
your school as well as to elimindte your own weaknesges.

Complete the survey worksheet for this activity. The instructions
for interpreting your results apply whether you are using the activity
alone or with others.

7+
To int elret your results, make a chart like the one on the work-

sheet:. Across the top of the chart write, in all of the possible answers
to the questions, from strongly disagree to strongly-agree. Down the
side oPthe chart write the number of each question in the surve.Ky If
you completed the activity alone, place a check under your answer for
each-question on ,the chart. If you completed'the activity in a group,___,
record the number of strongly disagree! 'diihgree, neutral, agree, and \
strongly agree answers to each question.

(/

;Vow look carefully at the chart. You can see a pats of your \.
swers from the checkp or-number's on the chart. The quest s which

Nre marked "agree" or "strongly agree" indicate strengths. Think about
ways that you can use 'these strengths to make changes, so that more of
your answers could fall into the "agree" or "strongly agree" categories.
Perhaps you need more information about your school to mak; changes.
If so, what are the ways that you could get more information? If you
are working in a groupt gather ideas fromthe group about ways to oke
chapges based on the group's ansers to the questions.

Lo

Your "Self-Assessment" Po ted out your strengths and weaknesses
in your attitudes and behavior tatchool. Based on this assessment, you
can make some small changes of your own to improve your school environment.
A student in one workshop said that he would improve his school if e
worked at controlling his "spring fever" and tried to get his work done.
A cafeteria cashier suggested that she could iinprove'the cafeteria by
making it apoint to smile at each pea'son as he or she walked through
the lunch line. A group of students at yet another school used their
strengths in a science class to teach younger students in the school
aboUt plahts. An administrator"promised to answer each and every
q§uggestion that was placed in her school's suggestion box.

tach of these'people dev eloped ideas about making small chaftges
based on a careful assessment of their strengths and weaknesses. You
can too!

k

28
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SCHOOL AND LIFE PLAN

INSTRUCTIONS: "Whether working alone or in a gioup,
each person should complete this form alone, then share
the results with other.

* * * * * *

Career

Goal.

To become an electri-Example; -
qgwv cal engineer

1.

2.

Personal and Social Life

Example:

1.

2.

Abilities

Posltion:

1,= Administfator
'2 == Teacher

3 = Support Staff
4 = Parent
S = Stuient

Grade

.Sex:

1 ='Male
2 = Female

1

2

3

4

2

How does your school
help you develop your

Studied electrical out- Did science project on
lets; helped Dad rewire electricity
basement

To become more involved 6th grade experience;
in decisions made at talking easily with
school and teachers

29

0

Orientation program for
6th -graders; class dis-
cussion
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ATTITUDES SURVEY
School

Position:
INSTRUCTIONS:

0.
Please answer the following statements as 1 ..Admin-,strator 1

=they relate to your school in general rather than on a partic-' 2 Teacher --,2
ular dal. ,Circle tholappropriate number provided at the right 3 = Support Staff -3
on thi4 sheet. Uie these answers for the questions: 1 = 4 = Parent 4
Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neither agree nor sagree, 5 = St.laent 5
4 =

only.
Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree. Circle on nswer Grade

Sex:

1 = Male
2 = Female

*

* * * * *

v

1

2

1. 1 know what is going on in Ty school. 1. 3 4 5

2. I work with others 'in my school to help improve it. '2? 1 2 3 4 5

3. 1 help to make decisions about what will be done in
,my'school. 3. 1 2 3 4 5

4. 1, like myself when I man school. 4. 1 2 3 4 5

10
S. Adults I know at my school like me. S. 1 2 3 4 5

-0
6. Students I know at'my school like me. 6., 1 2 3 4 5

7. I do things that matter to me or to others in school. 7. 1 2 3 4 5

8. There are places in my school where I can help to
improve it. 8. 1 2 3 4 5

9. .There are places in my school where I can improve myself,
I 9. 1 2 5

CHART:

Questions,»
. ,

' 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.:

6.

7.

8.

9.

1 Strongly
Disaree Disa . ree Neutral

i Strongly
Agree A:ree

.

,

.

.

,

.

. .

.

.

.

...
.

.

,



SCHOOL SETTINGS ASSESSMENT'
,

t -

If you have completed some'of the "Self-Assessment" exercises in this
section, you have already identified many of your own strengths and weak- .

nesses., Itis important to know what your own strengths are before.atte
ing to make some changes in your environment. But you need information

r about your school's strengths and weaknesset as yell as information -about
your own! ,How can you get'this information? 7

You can get this information by Studying the various settings within
your school. Yourschool environment is a ally a collection of the

clillt

many settings in which people interact ea . Four of these settings.:4,
the cafeteria, the cl*assrooms, the library, the hallways were did-
cussed in the "Environmental Awareness" section of the Handbook-Part II.
,,By carefully examining these settings you can uncover the strengths and
'weaknesses which will either help or hinder you in?onr effdrts to imprOve
your school environment.,'

b.

The activities in this section will make it easy for yoU to explore
,various settings. Although there are four major settings in your school
(cafeteria, classrooms, library, and hallways), there'are*many others in
which you spend time and which have important strengths. Certainly you
and your friends or colleagues talk with each other on the school grounds.
The grassy area in front of the main entrance served as an important setting

. for interaction at one school. At another school, the grassy courtyard,.
enclosed by 1116 school building was a beautifdl,setting.with a lot of
potential, but was never used. At this school,thestudents suggested

A' that science classes could meet in this alita in nice weather andene
teacher suggested that the area would be a lovely area for musical produc-

(!fill_

, tions and graduations. This School developed new ways to use this setting

.

by investigating its strong points and discussing various ideas.

-You, too can learn how to get the best use out'of the many settings
in your school. Learning to use settings creatively will both improve

.
. ,

your school environment and poeple's attitudes about the'ishool. N-In.the
activities beldw, think about the strong points and weak-points of various
settings within your school. Since all of these settings together make
up the total school environment, you will be assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of your school at the same time. .

t

The activities below can be done by one personor by many persons in
a group. One student might select an activity in order to explore the
strengths and weaknesses of his or her homeroom. A food service staff
member might want to investigate the Ways in which the caefteria's
strengths can be used to 'combat its weaknesses. A IfTonts' group could
use one of these activities tobecome more familiar with certain places in
the school. If several settings were invest /gated by different raembers.
of the parents' group, the results would give the group a fairly accurate
picture of the total school environment. ,
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A short-description of each activity follows. Worksheets are prO-
vided for many of the activities, and.each description includes instruc-
tions on how to use the results. Using just a few of the iactivities would
show you the strengths and weaknesses of impgrtant settings in your
school. Start by using Activity nl alone or in a group, then decide
which of the other activities will be best for, you.

Important Information: Page 28

Complete the worksheet, provided for this activity. This activity
will shOw you the strengths of some important plices in'your school.
It will also help you to think about specific weaknesses of your school
and areas'in,which t weaknesses occur.

If you use.this activity in a group, use the chart provided Witt
the worksheet to examind your results. You will begin tp find ways to
eliminate yofr school's weaknesses by exploring ways that the strengths
uncovered inthe activity can eliminate the weaknesses.

Preying Problems: Page 29

ing tfiis activity after completing the "Important Information"
activit will help you to carefully investigate some of the pressing
problems nur school. Since you already listed one or two pressing
problems in the "Important Information" activity, it will be easy to list
these on this activity's worksheet. During this activity youwill explore
the ways which diffgrent groups of people are involved with the prob-
lems, and the hellos and hindrances.which you Will encounter in problem-
solving. Completing the worksheet for this activity and discussing your
results with others will,prepare you to take action to solve the

A A group using this activity might want to choose two pressing
problems and complete the worksheet as a group. The group members would
then be'very informed about the problem and able to act to solve'it.

I

Important Settings

r
If you choose to do only one activity in this sectio i.., or yeu

want to do an activity that does not require a worksheet and a lot of
time, then this is the activity foriyou!

This activity'does not need a worksheet, and yod will not need to
cliart your responses.

32
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4r 1
tof 4Think about the four major settings which have been described in

thi's handbOok: the cafeteria; the classrooms, the library, and the
hallways. Try to think of one strength and one weakness in each
setting. libr exampbe, you may lik the colors of "the cafeteria in
your school, but maynot like't sp

N:i
nd time in,thecafeteria because

it always deems to be crowded. Wh is one changq,,that you would
recommend for this ,setting? Certpinly you would 410t suggest a color
change, becdusethat is a strong ,point of the setting. Perhaps a
change in the lunch schedule or a rearungement of the tables would
eliminate the weakness in this setting. For 'each setting listed above,
think of a strong poitt and a weak point. Sometimes the Strong point
may help to eliminate the weak point. Based on your assessment of

'these settings, share your recommendations for them with others.
If you are working in a group, each group member should suggest one
Change'for.each setting., These suggestions should be written down
and shared with others in the school. Committees can tie formed to
implement some of the recommended Changes. ,I

. 1

Rules'in Settings: Page 30

The physic41 characteristics ofi settings influence the interactions -

in the settings!k' But the rules in each setting also influence inter-
actions, solletimes to a great extent. In this activity you will use
the worksheet to examine the rules that influence your behavior in an
important etting. Phis activity, will allow you to develOp one or
two recommendations for the ru.ley system in a setting which is important
to you.

The Use of this activity in a group will be particularly valuable..
If the group is made up of different types of people, for example,
students, teachers, support staff, parents, administrators, there will
be many different settings whose rules poeple wit. identify. The group
should vote on the most imgortant rule for each setting which is named;
and carefully consider any recomnienduq?ns which are made for the rule.

A

so.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
1 = Administrator. 1

ox School

Position:

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the following statements. If
you are working in a group, use the chart below to organize
your group's responses. ,

Complete the following statements:

. My favorite place in my school is

because

2 = Teacher
= Support

4 = Parent
5 = Student

Grade

Sex:
1 = Male .

2 = Eemale

Staff
2

3

4

'S

1

2

2. The place in my school where I do notlike,to spend time

is /7
ti

because

3. The best thing about the people in my school is

A

4. The most pressing problem that exists in my school right now

is

Chart for Group Responses

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

1. Favorite place:
How many chose
each place?

Strengths of the placesslisted in #1:

3. Best thing about,people in school:

2. Places where people do not
like to spend, time:

Weaknesses of the places listed in #2:

4. Most pressing problem:,

Now discuss this question: How can thesngths in questions 1 and 3 combat the.
weaknesses in questions 2 and 4? For example, the friendly attitude of the food service
personnel in the cafeteria may make it a favorite place. Perhaps this friendly attitude
Mild be extended_to the hallways sari), in the morning.when they are not a favorite place.

34 ti
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PRESSING PROBLEMS /

.INSTRUCTIONS: Think back to Activity #1 in'whi-ch you
identified some pressing problems in your school. These may have
occurred in a variety of settings, and have a number of causes.
Now think carefully about these problems. Make sure that what

A you Are thinking of es problems are really important problems
whi h need to be changed. Since you and others are putting a loth
of ergy into these activities, be sure that you are not wasting,
your time working on the results of.the problem rather than on
the problem itself!

r

Wing the workSheet belo4, you can "analyze" a few of your 1

schoor's problems; A good prgblem analysis considers the people ,

who are involved and how they influence the problem. Besides
particular people who may be involved with problems, think about
the mdre general forces or attitudes in the school which influ-
,ence the problem. List below two problems that you have identi-

' fied in your school. Thy omplete the other columns so that
you have a large amount ,)f. information about who is involved with
the problem, and what the supportS an barriers are that you will
encounter in problem-solving.

Column 1 Column 2

WHO IS
PRESSING INVOLVEQ IN
PROBLEMS THE PROBLEM?

1

School

S

Position:
1 = Administptor-
/ = Teacher 2
3 = Support Staff 3

4 = Parent 4,

S = Student
- Grade

Sex:.

1F Male
2. Female

1

2

Column 3 Column 4 Column S

HOW ARE WHAT WILL WHAT WILL !LUE
PEOPLE HELP TO SOLVE IT DIFFICULT TO
INVOLVED? PROBLEM? SOLVE hOBLEM?

4

4

4s

Look carefully at yoUY workshket. How can you best use the people or ings
in Column 4' The help in Column 4 might outweigh the hindrances in Column By

sharing this list with your group members or others in the school you will-identify'
those peoplewho will help to solve the problems, kik those people for help in
eliminating the hindrances to problem solving.
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RULES' IN SETTINGS ;$'

INST CTIONS: This activity is appropriate for use by one
or by many persons. A classroom teacher might 'rid this

activity to be very useful it generating clas'S discuss n.

Before answering the questions below, read the examples
carefully.

School

Position:

1 = Administrator 1

2 = Teacher,. 2

3 = Supportt4Staff 3

4 = Parent 4

Student' 5

Grade

Sex:

1 = Male 1 1

2 = Female 2

There are many types of rules in your schpol environment. Some of these may
be formal, written rules, while others may be informal rules that are not written.
The rules in your school differ greatly by setting. For example; students are
usually allowed to talk with each other in the cafeteria, whiletakkidng with each
other may be discouraged in the classrooms. Even for someone who spends all of

-/ his or her time in one setting, for example the cafeteria, the rules may be
different in different areas of that setting. A food service worker may behave
very differently in the kitchen than he or she does on the serving line. How does
your behavior vary in different settings? Answering the following questions will
help you find cut.

.f

Choose a setting in which you spend a lot of time. Write the setting here:

Now ,list three rules that govern your behavior in that setting. They can be
written or Unwritten rules:

2.

3. 4.

Who contributed to the development of these rules?

Write one change that you would recommend in the rules for this setting here:

I

In what ways could you share your recommendations 6r the rules with the people
who developed them? 'If others have written recommendations also, collect them and
shams them With those who developed the rules. It may be possible to change some of
rules, in order to make unpleasant settings ood settings and make good settings even
better!
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GENERAL 'SCHOOL ASSESSMENT

It is often very helpful to start any assessment with an overall
picture of the general schbol environment. Although each of the activ-
ities in the "Self=Assessment" and "School Settings Assessment" sections
will help you to develop an image of your general school environment,
you may find the "General School Survey" activit a useful place to
begin your assessment efforts.

General School Survey
21*

The "General4chool Survey" form has been used widely in many schools
to assess people's attitudes about the strengths and weaknesses of their
school. The survey form can be used in many ways. One'person may wish to
carefully explore his or ller attitudes about the school and find it help-
ful to complete the 'survey alone. A group of people may swish to identify
the general attitudes and perceptions of the group members before they
begin to work on particular problems or issues.

41

The survey, form is especially useful if one or severa4l.-people would .

like to.survey all of the students, teachers, support staff,, administrators,
and even parents cowiected with the school. It can be duplicated for use
in classrooms or in a general assembl , and the results are fairly easy
to tabulate.

labulating the Results. Compiling the results from the survey form
is easily done if the form is completed by one person or by several persons
in a group. The pattern of results will identify the general attitudes of
the respondents. For example, several answers of "all the time" or "most
of the time" to positive questions such as "Things I do help improve my
school" and "There are places in my school where I can improve myself,"
indicate that the'respondent feels as though he or she has a positive
impact on the school and that the school supports his or her participation
in 'the school. 'A pattern of results can emerge from negative questions as
well,-for example, "strongly agree" or "agree" answers to questions about
the noise level and the crowded conditions of the school accurately reflect

.

the respondents' opinions. Patterns of results can be identified for any
number of respondents. If the survey is used for the entire school, one
or two /classes might make it a class project to tabulate people's responses
to selected questions. It is important to separate responses by position
in the school since each groUp of people may have different opinions. A
careful survey may be the first step toward identifying 'subtle, but very
important strengths of the school which can be tapped to combat more
obvious problems.
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GENERAL SCHOOL SURVEY

GENERAL DIRECTIONS: The answers on this questionnaire will be used fb
make this school better. Your honest answers to the following state-
ments will be greatly appreciated. Please answer the statements as
they relate to your school in general rather than on a particular day.
Circle the appropriate number provided at the right on this sheet.
Your answers will be confidential. Be sure to read the instructions

School

Position:

1 =

2 =

3 =

4 =

5 =

ri

Administrator
Teacher..

Support
Parent

Student
Grade,

'Staff

1

2

3

4
5

for each section. Sex.,

* * * * * 1 = Male 1

2 = Female 2

INSTRUCTIONS: For statements 1 through 13 you should use these
answers: 1 = All of the time, 2 = Most of the time, 3 = Half of the
time, 4 = Some of the time, and 5 = Never. Please circle one answer
)nly.

I know what is going on in my school. 1. 1 2 3 4 5

I work with others in my school to help improve it. 20 1 2 3 4 .5

I show others-110w to improve my school. 3. 1 2 3 4 5

Things I do 'help improve my school. 4. 1 2 3 4 5

5. I'help to make decisions about what will be done in my school. 5. 1 2 3 4 5

6., Adults I know at my school like me. '6. 1 2 3 4 5

I like myself when I am in school. 7. 1 2 3 4 5

S. Students I know at my school like me. 8. 1 3 4 5

9. I think that I matter to at least one other person in school. 9. 1 3 4 5

1.1. I do things that matter to me or to others in school. 10. 1 2 3 4 5,
IL° If I break a rule, I can see someone to get a fair penalty. 11. 1 2 3 4 5

12. Students in my school help.to make the rules and penalities. 12. 1 2 3 4 5

13. Adults in myoschool help to make the rules and penalities. 13. 1 2 3 4 5

* * * * * *

INSTRUCTIONS: For statements 14 through 31 you should use these
answers:' 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neither agree nor
disagree, 4 = Disagree, and 5 = Strongly disagree.--PIease circle
one answer only.

14. 1 2 3 4 5i4. I like the colors in my school.
15. There is too much noise in my school. 15. 1 2 3 4 S
16. My school is too hot in some places and too cold in others. 16. 1 2 3 1 5

17. My school is too crowded. 17. 1 2 3 4 5

18. There are some things in.my'school* that help school pride. 18. 1 2 3 4 5

19. Students help to improve'the way my school looks. 19. ' 1 2 3 4 5

M., People at my school help me to improve myself. 20. 1 2 3 4 5

21. School and classroom rules help me to take part in my school .t 21. 1 2 3 4 5
22. School and classroom rules help me to feel good About myself. 22. 1 2 3 4 5
23. The way my school looks helps me to feel good about myself. 23. 1 2 3 4 5
24. The way my school looks helps me to take part in my school. 24. 1 2 3 4 5

%is. People help me, to make choices and take action in my school. 25. 1 2 3 '44 5
-76. There are places in'my school where I can help to improve it 26. 1 2 3 4 5
27. There are places in my school where I can improve myself. 27. 1 2 3 4 S
28. The cafeteria is a place. where I help to improve my school. 28. 1 2 3 4 5
29. The classrooms are a'place where I help to improve my school. 29. 1 2 3 4 5
30. The library is a place where I help to improve my school." 30. 1 2 3 4 5
51. The hallways are a place where I help to improve my school. 31. 1 2 3 4 5
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